
 

 

10’ HANGING CHANDELIER:  SETUP GUIDE 
 

 

 

Components: 

 (2) Large Frame Halves (Male / Female halves)- with 6 Bolts, Washers and Wing Nuts 

 (1) Hanging Wheel Frame- with 4 Bolts, Washers and Wing Nuts 

 (1) Large Tear Drop Bead Panel (wide on top, narrow on bottom)- with webbing (on top 

and bottom), and Velcro backing. 

 (1) Small Tear Drop Bead Skirt- with webbing (on top)  

 (4) “Stinger Cables”- to attach to frame eyelets.  

 Zip Ties- to attach Tear Drop Bead Panel and Skirt to Large Chandelier Frame. 

 

FRAME ASSEMBLY: 

1. Lay out two frame halves with eyelets facing up and facing each other.  Remove the (6) 

preassembled bolts / washers / wing nuts from the one half. 

 



2. Slide frames together and ensure flush connection.  Note, there may be a slight gap. 

 

 

3. From one side, insert all 6 bolts and washers.  Note, frame may have to be slightly slid, 

raised / lowered by hand to allow bolt to pass through.   

4. Insert wing nut on opposite end and tighten for all (6) bolts.  This may require plyers to 

hold bolt in place while wing nut is hand tightened.   Do not overtighten as this may 

cause bolt to snap. 

 

5. Open (4) shackles of the stinger cables and attach to eyelets. 

6. Connect all four loop ends to the pear ring / carabiner.   

7. Lower main cable (in house) and connect pear ring / carabiner. 

8. Raise chandelier slightly (just off ground) and adjust verlocks where necessary to ensure 

level hanging. 

 



9. Raise chandelier high enough to allow Center Wheel Frame Piece to slide under 

complete frame structure.   Remove all (4) bolts, washers and wing nuts.  Slide 

underneath hanging frame. 

(TOP)                                                          (BOTTOM) 

      

 

10.  Attach Center Wheel Frame Piece to Main Frame structure utilizing bolts, washers and 

wing nuts.  Secure all wing nuts to main chandelier frame. 

11. Frame Assembly is complete. 

BEAD ASSEMBLY: 

1. Layout main bead panel of tear drops. 

2. Start at one end of the larger running length of webbing and beginning attaching to 

inside of chandelier frame Velcro.  Note, this may require two sets of hands until beads 

are zip tied in place. 

3. Begin zip tying webbing to Velcro every couple of feet.  ZIP TIES MUST BE USED AS 

VELCRO ALONE WILL NOT HOLD WEIGHT OF BEADS AND RESULT IN FALLING PANEL. 

4. To zip tie, run a zip tie between metal chandelier frame and slat wood holding Velcro.  

Note, this may require some slight finesse to allow zip tie to pass through. 



 

5. Completely wrap zip tie around 1” portion of metal frame, encompassing bead webbing 

and tie off.  Cut off excess zip tie waste but do not go all the way in the event the zip tie 

slips slightly.   

6. Work your way around top of chandelier frame until top webbing is completely zip tied 

to the chandelier frame. 

7. Raise chandelier again until the bottom of the Center Wheel Frame is eye level.   

8. Attach the lower portion of the initial tear drop bead panel webbing to the outside of 

the Center Wheel Frame and zip tie accordingly. 

9. Add small independent tail tear drop bead portion to the Velcro of the inside of the 

Center Wheel Frame and zip tie accordingly.  Note webbing will be slightly raised where 

frame struts connect.   

10. ENSURE ALL ZIP TIES ARE SECURE. 

11. Raise Chandelier into place. 

CHANDELIER ASSEMBLY AND SETUP IS COMPLETE. 


